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 Sliding
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                        Technymon Bearings at the heart of your everyday

                        Our plain bearings are at work everywhere you see. Whether it's when you open your car door, where at the heart of the hinge is our sliding bearing, or a farmer engages his tractor, where the heart of the the gearpump is the bearing we make, or moving parts in hydraulic lifting equipment, conveyor systems,

                    

                
                
                    Application

                    
                        Plain Bearings in the Automotive Industry

                        Technymon bearings used in the automotive sector possess special characteristics that allow for friction control and energy loss reduction. Additionally, they comply with ROHS (Restriction of Hazardous Substances) standards, contributing to decreased energy and resource consumption.
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                        Technymon produces a wide range of plain bearings for various applications in the automotive industry, such as in door hinges, windshield wipers, seat recliners, but also in engine components like belt tensioners, connecting rods and crankshafts to reduce friction and support rotating parts.. Differing in size, shapes, and materials, they perfectly match the specifications of automobile manufacturers. Learn more about sliding bearings for Automotive Industry

                    

                
                
                    Working solutions in the automotive industry
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                    48 years of innovation for the automotive industry has resulted in many vehicle components that successfully utilise Technymon products. Our specialists will provide you with ready-made solutions or develop a new and unique solution.
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                            Industrial Machinery

                            Hydraulic pumps and hydraulic cylinders are an essential part of the continuously growing mechanical industry. At the heart of these is the critical sliding bearing. At Technymon, we are specialized in manufacturing the right materials to meet the specific needs of this industry with a highly vigorous application demand.

                            The fast growing manufacturing industry is continuously seeking to improve its efficiency and profits by decreasing maintenance cost in terms of machineries and equipment.  Breakdown of components or a complete standstill of a machine could result in production backlogs and losses. Our sliding bearings can be found in various types of industrial machinery, such as gear pumps, compressors, and conveyors, to support shafts and reduce friction.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        
                            Oil & Gas

                            Through more than 40 years of experience in the field of oil & gas, HIMON, GBT's Oil & Gas unit, can be trusted in providing a wide range of sliding bearing solutions which are specifically designed for this industry and its applications. HIMON is equipped with the latest software that includes solid 3D modelling, finite element analysis, and in house.

                        

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        
                            Renewable Energy

                            Sunlight, wind and water are some of the energy resources that have been leading in the whole world to a revolutionary development in the field of renewable energy, resulting in governments taking bigger steps to outline new strategies and making huge investments in solutions to produce more energy through renewable resources.Wind turbines and hydroelectric generators use plain sliding bearings in various components to withstand high loads and long operational lifespans.

                        

                    
                
                
                
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        Railroad Industry

                        Plain bearings are used in train wheel axles and other components to handle heavy loads and ensure smooth operation.

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        Aerospace

                        Aircraft engines and landing gear systems often incorporate plain sliding bearings to handle high loads and temperature variations.

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        Marine

                        Ship propulsion systems and steering mechanisms may utilize plain sliding bearings for their durability in wet and corrosive environments.

                    
                    
                        
                            
                            
                            
                        
                        Construction Equipment

                        Heavy machinery like bulldozers, excavators, and cranes employ plain sliding bearings in various components

                    
                
                
                    
                        Technymon Bearings

                        Starting from 1975, our plain bearings have been known for their impeccable quality. The result of continuous technological development has been a consistently expanding range of manufactured products, which increasingly widens the scope of applications for Technymon plain bearings. Today, you can find our bearings in your car, in wind turbines standing along the road, in combine harvesters processing agricultural fields, on oil rigs, and in the machines at your production facility.

                    

                    
                        
                        
                          
                        
                    

                
                
                    
                        Self-Lubricated bearings

                        
                            MU-B
MU-316
MR-1
MR-2
MR-3
MR-5
Fritex-B
HT-625
Sintered Bronze
TWM
MU
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                                        	PTFE Modified
	Sintered Bronze
	Bronze
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                                        	PTFE Modified
	Sintered bronze
	Stainless Steel
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	Bronze
	PTFE Modified
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	Bronze
	PTFE Modified
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	Bronze
	PTFE Modified
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                                        	PTFE Modified
	Low carbon steel
	Zinc plating
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                                        	PTFE Fabric
	Special Adhesive 60μm
	Bronze
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                                        	Special Surface Treatment “Duritex ML”
	Inconel 625
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                                        	Sintered Bronze
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                                        	PTFE Fibres
	Glass Fibres
	Epoxy Resin
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                                        	PTFE Modified
	Porous bronze
	Low carbon steel


                                    
                                
                            

                        

                    
                    
                        Pre-Lubricated bearings
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BMT
MX
MX-H
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                                        	Bronze
	Low Carbon Steel


                                    
                                
                            


                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                        MX Series

                                        	Pom-C layer 0,25 ÷ 0,50 mm thickness
	Porous bronze layer 0,20 ÷ 0,35 mm thickness
	Low carbon steel supporting strip 0,50 to 2,70 mm thick depending on the size of the bush. The steel is plated for corrosion protection (Tin or Zinc 2÷8 μm).


                                    
                                
                            


                                
                                    
                                    
                                    
                                        
                                        
                                        
                                    
                                    
                                        MX-H Series

                                        	Pom-C layer 0,25 ÷ 0,50 mm thickness
	Porous bronze layer 0,20 ÷ 0,35 mm thickness
	Low carbon steel supporting strip 0,50 to 2,70 mm thick depending on the size of the bush. The steel is plated for corrosion protection (Tin or Zinc 2÷8 μm).


                                    
                                
                            

                        

                    
                    
                        Polymer bearings

                        
                            MP-G
MP-M
MP
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                                        	Thermoplastic material
	Solid Lubricant
	Fibres
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                                        	Thermoplastic material
	Solid Lubricant
	Fibres
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                                        	Thermoplastic material
	Solid Lubricant
	Fibres


                                    
                                
                            

                        

                    
                

                
                    We are proud to supply our bearings to these companies and more
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    Replacing Bushings with PTFE-Based Fabric Liners


    
        
        
        
        
        
    
    Difference Between Bearing PV and Limiting PV.


    
        
        
        
        
        
    
    Plain Sliding Bearings and Spherical Plain Bearings. A Comprehensive Guide

                    

                
                                
                    Contact Us

                    Do you have questions about our bearings services?

                    For more information on GBT products and our bearing applications, please fill out the form and one of our experts will contact you shortly.

                    
                        All fields, which marked by an asterisk (*), are required.

                        
                            
                                Your name *
                                
                                Email *
                                
                                Your email *
                                
                                Please select a recipient
                                Corporate - Italy
Technymon Gleitlager - Germany
Technymon Technology - India
Technymon Technology - USA
Himon - Oil and Gas - Italy


                            

                            
                                Your message *
                                
                                0/500

                            

                        

                        
                             Send your message
                        

                    

                    Also you can contact us on:  LinkedIn  Facebook

                    	
                            Technymon Srl

                            Sede Legale: 24060 Castelli Calepio (BG) - Viale Industria, 11/13

                            +39 035 847 781
                        
	
                            Himon Srl

                            Sede Legale: Viale Industria, 11/13 - 24060 Castelli Calepio (BG).

                            Sede Produttiva: Via Leonardo Da Vinci, 16 - 24064 Grumello Del Monte (BG).

                            +39 331 665 39 56
                        
	
                            Technymon Gleitlager Gmbh

                            Im Gotthelf 5e 65795 Hattersheim/Eddersheim

                            +49 (0) 6145-54600
                        
	
                            Technymon Technology India PVT LTD

                            Ambethan road Kharabwadi,Chakan, Pune - 410 501 INDIA

                            +91 2135 645371 
                        
	
                            Technymon Technology USA inc

                            730 N Edgewood Ave, Wood Dale, IL 60191 (U.S.A.)

                            (630) 787 05 01
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                    Please fill all sections in this form. We need this information for providing you an exhaustive and accurate information.

                    All fields, which marked by an asterisk (*), are required.
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